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The Tartan Ten is advertised and sold as a one-design racer suitable for overnight 
offshore racing and cruising in protected and.coastal waters. This is not a boat for racing 
from Newport to Bermuda because the large cockpit volume does not satisfy the 
requirements for Category I racing as established by the United States Yacht Racing 
Union. 

On page one of the owner's manual Tartan Marine Company cautions that the T-10 is a 
special purpose boat "suited to day sailing and closed course racing with limited 
offshore intent." 

The enormous cockpit (each bench seat is 9'8" long) and flush deck permit uncramped 
and comfortable racing and a floating picnic ground for the day-sailor The boat can be 
raced with a crew of three and sailed securely by a practiced couple. Women who race, 
as well as those whose interest is in cruising, rated this boat as very easy to sail due to 
the layout of the sail controls and the extreme ease of steering. 
The T-10 draft is 5'10 1/2'. 

Fleets are now being formed throughout the United States for one-design racing with 
the largest fleets currently on the Great Lakes. 

WHAT WE LIKED:  
We think the boat is well designed and very handsome. Our inspection of the production 
facilities in Grand River, Ohio, satisfies us that wet out and lay up of the balsa cored hull 
and deck are carefully done under supervision. If anything, the hull-deck joint is a case 
of overkill (see drawing). 

The acceleration is exhilarating. The tiller is comfortable to hold and the steering is very 
sensitive and not tiring over long periods of time. Changing the sails is easy. The sail 
controls are well organized and may be handled from the cockpit. We like the very large 
cockpit and contoured seat backs. We like the unobstructed flush deck (especially 
important on a narrow boat). 

Due to the bow vents and the large companionway hatch, the below decks ventilation is 
very good. The vee-berth is large and comfortable for sleeping and the root berths 
which are adjustable for heel angle are also very comfortable for sleeping-but not so for 
sitting. 

We would be hard put to improve on the accessibility to the engine, the stuffing box, the 
backing plates for deck hardware and the speed and depth gauges which are located 
just forward of the keel and easily serviced by lifting a cover on the cabin sole. We like 
the shroud turnbuckles which are mounted below decks. The engine fuel shut-off valve 
is suitably located in the starboard cockpit seat locker. In the port seat locker is an ice 
chest. 



Owners seem generally pleased with the numerous Tartan dealers (nearly 40) 
throughout the country and also report that they have been treated as members of the 
family when they have called the factory for information. T-10 owners felt that the project 
supervisor, Mr. Thomas Rinda, listened carefully and acted upon what T-10 owners had 
to say. They consider him to be in total command of his subject matter and to be of 
great and patient assistance. 

The Tartan parts manager, Bill Siefert, continually astonishes T-10 owners by knowing 
the parts number for not only everything that goes on the T-10 but every other Tartan 
model as well. 

WHAT WE DIDN'T LIKE:  
The major detractions are below decks. A look at the interior explains why some refer to 
this boat as the "Spartan Tartan." It is the type of interior racers love - minimal weight 
and maintenance -the kind that is cleaned by turning on a hose, flushing out the entire 
cabin, pumping out the bilges and going home. 

There is no dining table and we haven't yet figured out how one sits at the navigation 
station. There are no drawers or lockers for wet or dry clothing. The "islands," located 
midships on either side supporting the sink and galley counter, are faced with a Y4" 
veneered plywood which we consider flimsy. The joinerwork is simply not what we have 
come to expect from Tartan. 

There should be a sling or pouch for storing the companionway hatch. The engine noise 
and vibration, although much dampened on newer T-10s, is still trying. Owners 
complain that the portable head, located under the vee-berth, emits a less than Lily-of-
the-Valley fragrance. 

On deck we found that experienced owners had serious objections to the halyard balls 
and to the use of clamcleats on a 33 foot boat. For cruising, an anchor locker and bow 
chocks would be welcome. 
See the Rudder section for discussion of steering problems. 

SAFETY RATING: A 
We consider the Tartan Ten a seaworthy, safe boat when sailed by competent 
personnel. Our major safety concern is the voluminous cockpit coupled with the 5'6" 
companionway hatch. However, if the precautions published by Tartan Marine are 
complied with, meaning that the boat will be sailed only within its defined limitations, the 
danger of being swamped seems minimal. The cockpit (see section on COCKPIT) 
drains in less than 3 minutes when filled to seat level. (NOTE: This is an estimated 
drainage time derived at by filling the cockpit to the top of the bridgedeck -approximately 
6' deep) 



With the leeward rail underwater for half an hour and water spilling into the cockpit 
during this time no water entered the cockpit seat lockers. (Many other boats have been 
unknowingly swamped this way.) 
The high topsides, the buoyancy of the stern section, the balsa core hull rigidity, the 
manageable 7/8 rig, the solid hull-deck join, the high boom and uncluttered non-skid 
deck are all attributes of safe design. 

Companionway hatch Is removed and stowed below. Sharp aluminum edges need to be 
radiused. 

There is no provision for emergency steering. 

Stanchion bases are through-bolted. We had only one report of a broken stanchion that 
was caused by the stanchion serving as a pushing point for getting away from the dock. 
A weld on the stanchion foot broke. 
Earlier T-10s (see photos) had no stern rail. On newer hulls the rail has been added. 

On either side of the companionway opening are well anchored stainless steel railings 
which serve also as a frame for the dodger. 

The aluminum piano hinge for the folding section of the main hatch has sharp edges 
which could cause injury and tear lightweight sails. The corners should be radiused. 

The engine may be emergency started with a hand crank and the remote fuel shut-off 
valve is very desirable. 

DESIGN HISTORY:  
We asked Jan Kjaerulff (Care-u-luff), co-designer of the Aphrodite 101, if he felt that 
Tartan Marine had stolen his boat. He replied that Charles Britton, President of Tartan 
Marine, had indeed visited him in Denmark and taken a lot of pictures of the boat. When 
we pressed him for an answer Mr. Kjaerulff merely grinned and tactfully skirted on to 
other matters. 

Tartan Marine did seriously consider building the 101 in the U.S. but a careful study 
concluded that an American built 101 would cost 15% more than the T-10 and result 
only in a stripped out version. The plan was abandoned. 
Superficially, the boats show similarities but we find immediate substantial differences 
between the two. The Tartan spar is heavier and has no self-tacking jib. The Tartan has 
more freeboard, a fuller stern, more volume and weight, a much larger cockpit and a 
different keel. As for root berths, we found them aboard Mr. Britton's own 1974 Tartan 
44, Twain. 

It appears to us that what Tartan Marine really has taken from the Aphrodite 101, aside 
from the contoured seats, is a sizeable piece of the market. 



As with almost all its boats, Tartan turned to Sparkman and Stephens for the underwater 
lines, the keel, the rudder and sailplan. Tartan wanted a boat that was easy and 
inexpensive to maintain and one that would come to the market for under $30,000. 

The project was begun by Sparkman and Stephens on December 27, 1976 and the 
lines, drawn by Mario Tarabocchia, were finally accepted by Tartan in May of 1977. Most 
of the changes requested by Tartan during this time were for esthetic reasons (see 
drawings). Alan Gilbert was the S and S project supervisor. 

Handy Boats of Falmouth Foreside, Maine, was commissioned to build a sailing 
prototype using the wood-epoxy saturation technique. The prototype would also be 
used as a plug from which to make the production molds. 
The prototype hull was delivered in August 1977 and with the exception of minor 
modifications to the stern, became the shape of the T-10. 

Originally the boat was to have a sail drive unit but it was discovered that the unit was 
even noisier than the present diesel and also caused a Y4 of a knot boat speed 
reduction due to drag. The sail drive hole was plugged and a dummy strut, prop and 
shaft were attached for testing. A decision was made not to use the sail drive and it was 
one of the decisions in which Olin Stephens was directly involved. 

The prototype had a flushed over deck taken from a Tartan 41 and chopped up It had no 
seats and a small steering cockpit. There were discussions of offering two models but 
this idea was rejected by Mr. Britton. The prototype also had the semblance of an 
interior. 

Most of the deck plan was there. The halyard balls were in use. The sail controls layout 
is the result of input by Charles Britton, Tom Rinda, the project manager, Bill Siefert, 
parts manager and other specialists like Jay Harris of the North Sail loft in Stratford, Ct., 
and Lindy Thomas, the current class association secretary. 

The deck takes its roots from development boats such as Sweet Okole, a Bruce Farr 
designed ocean racer. During the S.O.R.C. of 1977, Mr. Britton visited the boat several 
times for more than a casual glance at the state-of-the-art fractional rig. A Stearn's mast 
was used on the prototype. The prototype was sailed in winds up to 40 knots in an 
attempt to break everything -almost without success. They did manage to bend two 
rudders in the attempt to build a rudder without using stainless steel. Mr. Britton, known 
affectionately as Doctor Destructo, has some rather unique tests for his boats.  

One included driving the prototype onto a sunken piling in the Grand River. The boat 
sank. Some people will stop at nothing-unless it's underwater. Even under reduced 
canvas, the prototype had a pronounced urge to "blow off' because of her high topsides. 
When tested in 8-9 foot waves, the boat would come out of a trough and head south 
when she should have been heading west. After head scratching with Alan Gilbert as to 
whether the mast should be moved aft, the headstay moved back, or the keel moved 
forward, the mainsail luff was dropped, the boom was extended 9 inches and the keel 



moved forward. We asked Mr. Gilbert what changes he would make today if he were to 
begin again and he replied that he might re-shape the stern quarter for faster upwind 
performance.  

After two months of testing, the decision was made to enter production and in March 
1978 the first Tartan Ten came off the line at the Grand River, Ohio, plant which 
currently is producing only Tartan Tens at the rate of four a week. 

PERFORMANCE:  
Tartan Ten owners Bob Rankin (Seattle) and Dick Walton (Cape Cod) both agree that 
there is a sizeable learning process involved in mastering the T-10. Rankin said that the 
first time he sailed the boat he felt as if he should have been reefed at about 15 knots of 
true wind because he was still trimming it like the old IOR masthead rig that he was 
accustomed to.-But after practicing and easing the leech a bit on the main, just enough 
so the sail was still full all the way up, the boat drove much better. Now he and his wife 
can beat for 40 miles in 20-25 knots of wind (gusting to 30K) with the jib and just one 
reef in the main. 

Tuning Recommendation: With the boat heeled at 20 degrees, the leeward shrouds 
should be just tight-not taut. The lowers should be tight enough to produce a slight bow 
to windward. This opens the upper leech of the main and opens the slot between the 
genoa and the main.-Jay Harris 

Dick Walton reported that during the course of a summer he learned an immense 
amount -enough to allow him to beat by 5-6 minutes boats that early in the summer had 
consistently beaten him. "When it came to tactical and sail changing situations," he said, 
" we found we improved enormously -to a point where in one race against 18 one 
formers we beat all but four." One thing Mr. Walton has found of great value is the 
owner's manual. "It's a good manual and if I had had it in May. Then I took delivery on 
my boat (Hull No. 3) instead of in August, it would have saved me a great deal of effort 
and many hours on the telephone to the factory." 

The boat seems to do best between 20-25 degrees upwind. Over 25 degrees she starts 
to drop off, but the helm does not load up'.-LindyThomas 

ON THE WIND:  
The T-10 has a very narrow sheeting base. All the tracks are on a 6-7 degree line. The 
shrouds are inboard and with the narrow beam everything suggests that the boat will 
point well, which indeed it does in light air, with little leeway. "On a light beat, with just 
the 150 and main, the boat is an absolute flash!" (Lindy Thomas) As the wind picks up, 
leeway increases and practice is essential to find that groove and minimize slippage. 
Mid-cockpit traveller is neatly recessed in bench seats. Note good non-skid pattern. 

Any headstay sag on a fractional rig is no good. The sail drops to leeward, rotates into 
the main and blankets the main causing more weather helm and more leeway. Steve 
Purdy, owner of Hull No. 2, corrected his leeway problem by (1) opening the leech on 



his main, (2) letting the traveller go down to leeward, (3) carrying a flat jib with a tight 
headstay and his upper shrouds tight. Doing this he was able to make 5/4 knots in a 2-3 
foot chop with an apparent wind of 18 knots. 

One T-10 owner racing IOR said, "When the wind comes up and you're racing and it's 
time to go to windward you send down below for a beer because there's not much you 
can do about it. If I see a long distance race coming up and the weather forecast says 
there's going to be a long beat to windward, then a windshift and a long beat back, I 
won't even get out of bed in the morning. I've had it." 

Several owners felt that unless the boat is expertly sailed, the light displacement of the 
T-10 causes it to stop in waves while continuing to slip sideways. 

OFF THE WIND:  
Close reaches in both light and heavy air were judged as very good, but during broad 
reaches or runs in light air, most owners felt that the boat "died" and got hurt in IOR 
races. This is of no consequence in one-design racing but the difference shows when 
racing against the masthead rigs. 

Broad reaching in moderate and heavy air is another matter. With winds gusting to 30 
knots and with a 3/4 oz. chute, Lindy Thomas said. "I've never been on a boat that 
sailed that fast. It was like the rest of the fleet was in slow motion. It was the most 
exciting ride -planing, surfing... we were just passing by the 40 foot boats like they were 
standing still. It was weird!" 

You can look at the lines and know exactly where they're going. 

SAIL CONTROLS:  
All sail controls, including the vang, are led aft through turning blocks and padeyes to 
the cockpit. The large cockpit permits easy access to these controls as well as to the 
deck. 

The main and jib halyard (Is" 7 x 19 SS wire spliced to 3/8" braided Dacron tails) have 
balls swaged on the wire portion of the halyard which engage deck mounted stops so 
that winches may be freed for other uses. Seasoned sailors found these objectionable 
because the rope to wire splice gets caught in the ball stops or the ball gets caught in a 
clamcleat. Often, while one person feeds out the line, another must watch that the ball 
doesn't get snagged somewhere. Some have taped shut the clamcleats. Racers, 
however, who do use the halyard 
stoppers for the jib because of constant luff adjustments, found that when they were 
using their port slab reefing lines they didn't have a winch free. 

Several boats we examined had added halyard balls to the main halyard so different 
adjustments could be made and one owner had repositioned his halyard lock farther aft 
to achieve full hoist. 



Sell controls am all led to the cockpit. Stainless stool grabrail In foreground doubles as 
frame for dodger. 
We think the clamcleat which is mounted inboard of the main cleat and about a foot aft 
of the primary winch, should be interchanged with the main cleat. With the present 
arrangement the main cleat is awkward to use as it is blocked by both the winch and the 
clamcleat. 

For IOR racing several owners have moved the Lewmar No. 30 two speed primary 
winches forward and added Lewmar No. 40s as the primaries. Jay Harris suggests the 
addition of No. 42 Lewmar self-tailing winches. 

HANDLING:  
Women report steering the boat easily in heavy seas, while their husbands handled the 
sails. 
One woman reported being able to do everything except crank in a jib when it was 
blowing 25-30 knots of wind and the boat was hard on the wind. 

Our dominant impression from the great number of similar reports is that this boat would 
make an excellent training boat for women. 

One owner expressed no hesitation about leaving the helm for 30-40 seconds on a 
beam reach and another said he would go forward to hoist the spinnaker and leave the 
helm in winds up to 15 knots. 

Under power the stern wants to walk to starboard and requires some tiller pushing. 

The major malfunction with the T-10 has been with the rudders and Sparkman and 
Stephens concede that it was their error. The deficiency centers on the rudder post 
where it enters the rudder shaft. We are not certain of the total number of cases 
involved but we talked with five owners whose rudder posts have bent and all of them 
occurred in similar conditions; on a close beam reach with the spinnaker pole on the 
headstay and the rudder fully stalled, i.e., in excess of 30 degrees angle of attack. 

When rudder posts began bending, Tartan Marine sent out stainless steel "doublers." 
These tubes are to be dropped down the rudder shaft for reinforcement. Owners who 
have installed these tubes report having sailed in very heavy seas with no problems. 

In all cases that we know of, the owners acknowledge that Tartan has been very 
forthright about the problem and quick to respond. In the case of Dick Walton, (Hull No. 
3), Tartan took a seat aboard a commercial airliner for the new rudder and flew it to 
Boston, then transferred it to an Air Commander and flew the rudder to Cape Cod. 
When things didn't fit exactly the rudder was flown back to Boston, adjusted and then 
re-flown to the Cape and fitted to the boat. The rudder had been bent on a weekend and 
was repaired by the following Thursday. 



Several owners reported excessive play between the rudder shaft and post. On some 
boats this did not show up immediately, probably because of the grease packed in the 
space. As the grease "decayed" the play became evident Some owners have 
recommended to Tartan new bushings and stops. 

Tiller knuckle. Steering was judged exceptionally easy except under power. 

The modified rudder post is a schedule 80 stainless steel 2" hollow tube. Starting with 
hull number 91, the stainless steel "doubler" has been added at the factory and for 
earlier boats a field representative from Tartan Marine will remove the first tube and 
install the new "retro-fit" 

The rudders are manufactured like waffles. Foss Foam, a high density urethane, is 
poured in one half of a hinged mold which is closed and clamped. Inside the mold, the 
foam expands to fill both halves in the shape of the rudder. The foam expands in 
several minutes but is permitted to cure for a day. 

The rudder, a 0009 NASA section, begins to lose its efficiency at 6 degrees angle of 
attack and is fully stalled at 30 degrees. 

MANEUVERABILITY AND TRACKING:  
Our sailing impressions are that the T-10 is an excellent boat for maneuvering through 
the familiar thickets of boats at favored anchorages. At anchor, however, the boat 
swings considerably, because of the T-10's light displacement and sizeable freeboard.  

There are no bow chocks (the Aphrodite 101 doesn't have them either) and we 
recommend the use of chafing gear where the rode will rub across the toe rail. When 
asked about this, several owners responded that they had thought about this but that 
the addition of chocks would necessitate moving the cleats farther aft and they didn't 
want to use space for that. 

The good tracking capabilities of this boat are credited to the Herreshoff style run, 
reminiscent of the old Ticonderoga. 

RIGGING:  
To date (November 1978) we know of only one major failure of the rigging. The plate, 
which is embedded in the stem and anchors the headstay, and a chainplate both ripped 
out of the same boat. 

Bow cleats are firmly attached but there are no bow (or stern) chocks. Slashes In hull 
(extreme right) are vents. Vents received mixed reviews. Some complained they Were 
causing hull stains. Some owners have permanently sealed them. Many report they ship 
no water and work superbly. 

The boat, owned by Jack Bosch, was in the process of being sailed from Morgan City to 
the Virgin Islands when the headstay pulled out and the boat was forced to return. 



Tartan Marine dispatched a team to repair and analyze the damage. When again 
underway, the chainplate let go.  
The fault was traced to a workman who simply was not doing his job and had missed 
several laminate schedules. Measurement of Mr. Bosch's boat showed clearly that it did 
not meet the scantlings called for by Tartan Marine and Mr. Bosch was given a new boat 

To preclude the possibility of this happening again, Tartan Marine has moved the 
installation and lamination of the chainplate bed and the headstay plate from the fitting-
out stage of production forward to the primary laminate stage for improved chemical 
bonding. 

There were numerous reports of water leakage around the chainplates and the concern 
voiced was not so much that they minded some water below but that the leak would 
eventually stain the overhead and the fabrics. Even when the heat-shrink method was 
used, water wept in around the wire strands and entered below. Interestingly, hull 
number 2 has deck mounted chainplates and the owner reports no leakage. 

For structural reasons, the present chainplate arrangement was made beginning with 
hull number 3. 
On several boats the padeye for the foreguy had ripped out. These are insufficiently 
anchored. Also ripped out on one boat was the ring in the aluminum mast step plate that 
the boom vang hooks into. 

The shrouds and stays are grounded. 

Cast aluminum exit box with flange for attaching vang. The hole In the flange has tom 
out on several boats. 

MAST  
The mast is a standard Tartan 30 section made by Annapolis Spars and assembled by 
Bay Sailing in Fall River, Mass. The weight of the mast, with standing rigging but 
excluding running rigging, is approximately 180 lbs. Sparkman and Stephens has given 
assurances to one owner that there will never be any problem of the mast breaking, but 
it does pump in heavy air. For peace of mind, some owners have installed running 
backstays at a cost of about $125.00. One-design class rules do not permit the use of 
running backstays. Many owners felt that with a 7/8th rig, running backstays were the 
only way to really put tension on the forestay, but opinion was divided as to whether or 
not running backstays had made any difference in their windward performance. 
Tightening the lower shrouds has the effect of reducing mast pumping. The mast is not 
tapered and it is not anodized. 

SAILS:  
Almost all the major sailmakers have produced a second generation of mainsails for the 
Tartan Ten which are superior to the first ones they cut. Some were cut for the Stearn 
mast and as a result were too full. Others were too flat low down, but the main problem 
was they didn't have enough luff curve and, consequently, the mast couldn't be bent 



very much without turning the sail inside out So some roach was sacrificed for a gain in 
luff which seems to make the difference of several degrees in pointing. 

An extensive inventory of sails is not necessary for this boat. The class association 
permits only the following sails: a mainsail with minimum cloth weight of 5.7 oz., a one-
design genoa with a minimum cloth weight of 5.5 oz., and two spinnakers -one. 75 oz. 
and one 1.5 oz. In addition, an adequate storm jib may be carried 

There is considerable discussion among T-10 sailors concerning whether the optional 
150 genoa is at all necessary. Many T-10 skippers feel that while it is superior to the 
one-design jib in air of 2-6 knots, it is definitely inferior in winds above 10 knots. 

HULL:  
"The Tartan Ten put fire back in that old Cleveland factory," said one enthused T-10 
owner. The plant operates on a ten hour a day, four day a week schedule and is a union 
shop (steelworkers). To build a T-10 requires 600 man hours of which 60 are used to 
make the hull. It currently takes eight working days to build a T-10. 

There are three molds used on a rotation basis. While two are in use, the third is 
"resting" to ensure that wrinkles and waves do not develop. This rotation also allows the 
molds to be cleaned, water sanded and shined. 

The glass/resin ratio is 41/59 with the polyester resin and catalyst ratio being adjusted 
daily according to temperature and humidity since there is no humidity control in the 
plant. 

The laminate schedule for the hull is as follows: 
1. A highly flexible Glidden gelcoat  
2. 1 oz. mat (1 layer)  
3. 12 oz. unidirectional cloth laid longitudinally  
4. Y2 oz. mat  
5. 12 oz. unidirectional cloth laid transversely  
6. 1 oz. mat  
7. Balsa core  
8. 1 oz. mat  
9. 24 oz. woven roving (Fabmat) 

Hull weights are not varying by more than 125 pounds, according to a factory 
spokesman. 

The balsa core extends from the stem to a line approximately even with the engine, The 
deck is also balsa core. 

The boat may be tipped on its beam ends simply by walking or swimming the main 
halyard off to one side. This permits work to be done on the rudder and prop or the 
bottom cleaned without hauling the boat out of the water. 



COCKPIT  
Most crew members, we find, prefer to sit in the cockpit unless driven out by the skipper 
to make sail changes or to hang on the windward rail. 

Recognizing this, and the fact that designing a boat to meet or beat a rule often results 
in an uncomfortable boat, one of the design requirements that Tartan gave Sparkman 
and Stephens was cockpit comfort and size along the lines of the Shields 30, the 
Etchells 22, the IOD and the Knarr 

"We've had 8- 10 people comfortably In that cockpit. Once we had 6 elderly people plus 
ourselves -and I mean elderly-84 years old." -Mrs. Myron Curtes 

  
In contrast to the Aphrodite 101 which has a slender (and beautiful) stern section and 
smaller cockpit, the Tartan Ten's "fat" stern is designed to provide the necessary 
buoyancy to support the 19 feet of seating. 

The bench seats are canted outboard so that when the boat is heeled the occupants will 
not slide off. The bench backs are convex and were reportedly designed by an 
orthopedic surgeon to reduce back fatigue. For all its length the cockpit remains narrow 
enough to allow the occupants to safely brace themselves with their legs against the 
seats opposite them. 

Several persons living in the Northwest where Category I races are held (the Straits of 
Georgia and the Swiftsure) expressed disappointment that the T-10 did not satisfy the 
cockpit volume requirements required to compete. They are investigating the possibility 
of banding styrofoam blocks into the cockpit to reduce volume. 

When the boat is heeled over, water in the cockpit seems to flow often to the forward 
leeward quarter where it collects because there are no forward cockpit drains. The only 
drain is a 21/2" centerline drain in a gutter at the aft of the cockpit which is, according to 
all the owners surveyed, very adequate. Computed cockpit drainage time with the 
cockpit filled to seat level is approximately 2Y2" minutes. The drain has no screen and 
we would recommend its installation for day sailing and cruising. 

One owner has split his weather board in half which allows him to leave the lower half in 
place thus reducing the chances of any water in the cockpit slopping below. 

ENGINE:  
The auxiliary engine is a Farymann Diesel one cylinder, Model L30M. It weighs 238 
pounds and retails for $2,410.00. The Amish of Pennsylvania are great users of the 
L30M although they do not use an alternator and therefore are not creating electricity. A 
one horse buggy we've heard of but not a one lung. 



The engine drives the boat at 6 to 6% knots and consumes approximately one-third of a 
gallon of fuel an hour when operating at continuous engine speed of 2800 rpms. with 
continuous shaft output of 9 hp. The aluminum fuel tank holds 12 gallons. 

It is four cycle, vertical configuration, direct injection with thermostatically controlled sea-
water cooling and has all service points on the front end. 

There is a decompression lever and a start fuel lever for hand cranking and owners 
report that it is very easy to do. 

Engine accessibility is excellent. The fiberglass, insulated engine box slides forward 
permitting total exposure of the engine. The companionway steps are mounted on the 
engine box. Earlier T-10 engines (prior to hull no. 75) were enclosed in a wooden "box" 
consisting of a panel holding the steps and two side panels. There was no insulation on 
the side panels but they were judged very easy to remove. 

Complaints of engine noise and vibration are not new. SAIL magazine (September 
1978, p. 94) referred to the engine as a "concrete mixer." Initially there were production 
misunderstandings resulting in the engine being tightened down on its flexible pads 
thereby transferring excessive vibration to the hull, and several cases of misalignment. 
These seem to have been eliminated. One owner who commissioned the boat himself 
reported that the engine was not bolted down when it arrived. He believes this threw his 
shaft out of line causing the hub of the prop to wear into the strut. 

Most of the excessive noise seems to have been traced to the two triangular fiberglass 
"logs" upon which the engine is mounted and which give the engine its angle of 
installation. The two "loge' were hollow and were open at the end facing forward and, as 
such, acted like trumpet mouths. Since hull number 86, the "logs" have been muted by 
the insertion of fir blocks. 

The T-10 has a folding propeller. On several boats the propeller shafts have come 
loose. In one case, when the bolt was put through the engine coupling, the shaft was 
not scored so the shaft bolts had nothing to hold on to. Only the tension of the bolts 
against the external portion of the shaft held it in place and under sail, the shaft would 
start spinning. 

The bilge pump is an 18 gallon per minute Gibb-Henderson and there are strainers in 
the bilge for the pump. 

INTERIOR;  
One of the major obstacles facing the marketing of a flush deck boat has been and 
continues to be the opinions of wives. To answer the inclination of some wives to cast a 
glance down the companionway and remark, "Dear, this is just a race boat You can buy 
it if you want but we're not buying it," Tartan promoters hung a small sign near the 
companionway saying, "When you are a weekend sailor how much time do you spend 
below?" According to Tartan "one is either sailing the boat enjoying the sun, picnicking in 



the cockpit swimming, or watching the sunset. Finally, when you're driven below by the 
insects, if s time to sleep You treat this boat like a camp" 

It is the interior of the T-10 that draws fire quickly, especially from those who draw 
comparisons between the T-10 and the Aphrodite 101 which is magnificently finished in 
teak and mahogany (and costs about 30 percent more). 

We recently interviewed one gentleman who had come to the North Atlantic Sailboat 
Show in Stamford, Ct excited about the possibility of buying the 33 footer.  
”Unfortunately," he said, "a close examination revealed that she may not be for us. I'm 
afraid I expected too much, especially from the interior workmanship which does not 
match up to the higher priced 101 nor to previous Tartans I have enjoyed.... Hopefully, 
her performance can warm my enthusiasm and, if so, help me overcome the obstacles I 
see in selling her to my wife." 

If it is true that building interiors is expensive partly because workers can hide and loaf 
inside the boat then Tartan is saving a fortune. To install the T-10 interior, something 
called the "bionic hamster cage" is dropped into the hull. This "cage" places all the 
interior components and holds them in place while the assemblers secure them. The 
T-10 has four root berths, something between a fixed bunk and a hammock. These 
sleeping "slings" are comfortable and may be adjusted according to the angle of heel so 
the occupant remains level. One couple is having cockpit seat cushions made which will 
double as mattresses for the root berths. The vee-berth was judged "king-sized and as 
comfortable as any charter boat." 

The major complaint about sleeping is not the berths but the portable toilet located 
beneath the vee-berth and accessible by removing the center cushion. The complaint is 
the odor. Most owners who are doing any significant amount of cruising are planning on 
replacing the portable toilet with a marine toilet. 

Portable toilet situated under vee-barth. Not visible In photo t base of curtain is easily 
accessible compartment for depth 1:d speed gauges. 

On balance though, more than a few T-10 owners felt there are advantages to the 
interior in that there is no fiberglass bull liner dictating interior shape so there is nothing 
much involved in removing the existing interior if a custom one is desired. Brigham 
Britton, father of the company president, removed the port quarter berth in his T-10 and 
extended the galley several feet aft using teak and Formica. Other owners are adding 
watertight compartments beneath the berths and drawers in the midship islands. The 
vee-berths are not built in and can be removed in a matter of several minutes. Some 
owners have done this to increase stowage. There are no hanging lockers. One owner 
reported that the teak veneer on the cabin sole had completely peeled off. No table 
comes with 

I would have paid another ten thousand dollars for an interior equal to that of the 
Aphrodite, but it really wasn't necessary. 



the boat nor is one offered as an option. The dodger permits the headroom that many 
feared would not be possible with a flush deck. Most owners feel that the dodger not 
only provides excellent headroom but ventilation and light, as well. The drawback of the 
dodger is that it makes heating the interior difficult on chilly evenings. One couple who 
cruise extensively off the coast of Maine reports that while their compressed natural gas 
stove heats up the boat very quickly, a blanket must be hung over the dodger to retain 
the heat. Dick Stearns, President of Murphy and NyeSailmakers, has fashioned a flap 
for his dodger which is attached with Velcro strips and keeps water out and heat in. 

CRUISING:  
As previously mentioned, this boat handles very easily -an important consideration for 
cruising. As far as space, we think that it is best suited for two people. Cruising for any 
length of time with four people would require a close acquaintanceship beforehand. If 
not, the four certainly would know each other well afterwards. 

The T-10 has the volume for makeshift stowage. Large quantities of stores could be 
packed in. Accessibility is another matter. But overriding both these considerations is 
the fact that the boat was not designed for lengthy cruising. 

CONCLUSION:  
With the Tartan Ten, Charles Britton adds yet another signature to the One-Design 
Declaration of Independence. He has advanced the cause of democratic sailing by 
producing a simple, safe and swift boat at a price many can still afford. 
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